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The liberty ment in its many difficult tasks.    In 1793 Bills were passed,
ject^fe Sre-" subjecting immigrants to police supervision and empowering
stricted       the Secretary Of state to expel them if he thought this
desirable, and making it treason to supply arms, military
or naval stores to the enemy.    The Corresponding Societies
Act   abolished  the   London   Corresponding  Society,   and
suppressed all societies which imposed an oath other than
that  prescribed  by law, which concealed  the names of
their members, or which appointed secret officers.    In the
next year the Habeas Corpus was suspended, and in 1795
a new Treason Bill and a Seditious Meetings Bill were added.1
The Treason Bill made it treason to engage in any plot to do
bodily harm to the King, or to arouse hatred of the King
or the  Constitution by word  or writing:  the  Seditious
Meetings Bill forbade any meeting of over fifty persons
of which notice had not been given to a magistrate.   Then
also a Combination Act was passed which prohibited the
formation of combinations among workmen; for economic
and political unrest had accompanied each other and were
aad the       equally suspect.   A series of trials followed upon these Acts,
persecuted.   Frost, a member of the London Corresponding Society,
was sentenced, in 1793, to six months' imprisonment and to
stand an hour in the pillory: Muir, a founder of the Glasgow
Society of the Friends of the People, was ordered to be
transported for  fourteen  and  Palmer  for  seven  years:'
three others, Margarot, Scirving, and Gerrald, all accused
of sedition,  were transported.    Other trials followed in
1794, but Pitt's repressive policy had gone too far: the
charges could not be proved, and Hardy, Home Tooke,
and Thelwall, all leaders of popular societies, were acquitted.
During the years of the war, though repression never again
became so openly severe, the subject had Ms liberty rigor-
ously curtailed in the alleged interests of public safety and
national unity.
1 See Grant-Robertson, Select Statutes, pp. 273 and 277.

